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Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme

A message from our Chairman
This message is my first since my appointment as Chairman of the
Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme (“CWPS”).
I am replacing Oliver Haslette who chaired CWPS and before that The
Construction Federation Operatives Pension Scheme (“CFOPS”) since
1996. Oliver was a most dynamic Chairman who led the transformation
from the CFOPS to CWPS – a task of great importance and benefit to you,
the members. Oliver is to be thanked and congratulated.
The construction industry is in a parlous state and will be slow to recover
and to reach a level of stability in terms of size and employment. The
active membership of the CWPS at the end of 2009 is 45,436 members, a
reduction of some 20% in the year. In 2010 a further reduction looks likely.
The Scheme is thankfully strong and stable and your funds have been well protected
and profitably invested during 2009.
Investment markets are quite volatile but the Directors of CWPS Trustees Ltd.
together with their professional advisors have worked diligently to protect and
indeed to enhance the value of your Pension Fund.
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To those members unfortunate to have been made redundant in the shrinking
industry, your personal fund is being well managed at all times.
I would request members who rejoin the Scheme to ensure that your employer
registers you immediately and makes the relevant contributions on your behalf to
the scheme. Only by doing so can your pension fund continue to grow and the
eligibility for the other benefits such as Death in Service benefit (€63,500 + €3,175
per dependent child), Sick Pay etc will continue to apply for you.
I am deeply impressed by the quality of the work done by the Scheme’s
Administration Company CPAS on your behalf, led by Pat Ferguson. The many
awards received by the Scheme is testimony to this work.
With my co-directors on the Board of Directors of CWPS I wish to thank sincerely
those working for your benefit in the Administration Company.
I look forward to the continued co-operation and diligent application which the
Board Members apply to maintaining and improving your Pension Scheme – CWPS.
My hope for all members is that there is an improvement in your work and pension
fund in 2010.

Sean Stewart
Chairman, CWPS
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Highlights of the year
During the twelve months to 31 December 2009:
• €101,714,762 was collected in contributions:
• €56,928,722 from employers,
• €41,222,247 from members, and
• €3,561,793 in AVCs.
• 5
 96 employers joined the Scheme and 1011 ceased to be
active employers.
• 2106 members retired.
• T
 he Scheme made pension payments including Lump Sums
totalling €29,479,365
• T
 he Scheme made Lump Sum Death Benefit payments
totalling €5,508,649
• The Scheme’s investment income amounted to €3,259,033
• The Scheme’s assets increased in value by €105,780,242

As at 31 December 2009:
• There were 304,323 individual member accounts in the Scheme.
• T
 he value of these accounts (including contributions received but
not yet allocated) totalled €650 million.
• T
 he total net asset value of the Scheme’s assets totalled
€947 million.
• 7
 ,454 pensioners and dependants received pension benefits
from the Scheme.
• T
 he value of the Annuity Fund (including the associated
solvency margin) was €175 million.
• 9
 ,655 employers were members of the Scheme.
A list of these employers is available on request to the Scheme.
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Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme

Report of the Trustees
About the Scheme
The Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme (“the
Scheme”) was established by a Trust Deed dated 25
May 2006, and was set up by the industry as a nonprofit making occupational pension scheme.
The Registered Employment Agreement (Construction
Industry Pensions, Assurance and Sick Pay) (REA) legally
requires all employers covered by the agreement
to provide pension and death benefits for eligible
employees as set out in the REA. The Scheme provides
a cost effective and secure way for employers to meet
these obligations. If any changes are required to the
Rules of the Scheme, the Trustee will notify members.
During the year ending 31 December 2009 there were
no changes to the Trust Deed and Rules.
Copies of this Deed are available on request.
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Although the Scheme is classed as a defined benefit
scheme for the purposes of the Pensions Act 1990,
this relates only to pensions paid by the Scheme. As
members contribute to the Scheme, an account builds
up in the member’s name, based on the contributions
paid in and the investment returns generated by these
contributions. Further details about how the Scheme
works and the benefits it provides are on page 6.
The Scheme is approved by the Revenue
Commissioners under the Taxes Consolidation Act
1997. It is also registered with the Pensions Board and
its registration number is PB 185038.

Looking after the Scheme
The Scheme is operated on behalf of the industry by
a trustee company, the Construction Workers’ Pension
Scheme Trustees Limited (“The Trustee”). The Trustee
company is run by a Board of Directors. This Board
comprises employers operating in the industry and fulltime Trade Union officials.
There are ordinarily 11 Directors: five Employer
Directors, five Trade Union (Member) Directors and
a Chairman. All Directors are actively involved in the
construction industry. The right of Scheme members
to select or approve the selection of the Directors
is set out in the Occupational Pension Schemes
(Member Participation in the Selection of Persons for
Appointment as Trustees) (No. 3) Regulations, 1996 (S.I.
No 376 of 1996).
The Trustee is responsible for looking after the Scheme
and for ensuring that it is run according to the legal
document which governs it, the Trust Deed and Rules.
The Trustee must make sure that the Scheme complies

with current legislation, that benefits are paid correctly
and on time, and that the fund is invested prudently
with the aim of meeting its obligations as they fall due.
The Trustee has a duty to act in the best interests of the
membership as a whole.
During the twelve months to 31 December 2009, the
Directors were:

•

Sean Stewart (Chairman appointed 1/11/09)

•

Michael Anglim

•

Eric Fleming

•

Oliver Haslette (retired as Chairman 1/11/09)

•

George Hennessy

•

Niall Irwin

•

Jim Moore

•

Bernard O’Connell

•

Patrick O’Shaughnessy

•

Richard P Treacy

•

Thomas White

Being a Trustee Director of the Scheme is an important
and demanding role. Whilst the Directors do not need
any prior experience of pensions and investments,
it is important that the Directors have a knowledge
and understanding of pension and trust law, and
the principles for funding a pension plan and the
investment of assets. All new Directors of CWPS
Trustees Ltd are required to attend a Trustee Training
Course.
To help the Directors keep pace with changes affecting
pensions, they attend seminars organised by the
pensions industry and receive ongoing briefings from
the Scheme’s advisers on financial, actuarial and legal
issues. As part of their training, all of the Trustee
Directors have access to the Pensions Board ‘Trustee
Handbook and Guidance Notes’.
This knowledge enables the Trustee Directors to carry
out their duties and ensure that the Scheme is well
run. However, the Directors are not pension experts,
so they have appointed a number of external advisers
to assist on issues such as pension funding, investment
and pension law. The advisers during the period under
review are listed overleaf.
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Report of the Trustees
Advisers to the Trustee
Actuaries and Consultants	Towers Watson
65/66 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2
Administrators	CIF Pension Administration Services Ltd (CPAS)
Canal House, Canal Road, Dublin 6
Auditors	Grant Thornton
Chartered Accountants & Registered Auditors
24 – 26 City Quay, Dublin 2
Bankers	Allied Irish Banks plc
1 Lower Baggot Street, Dublin 2
Custodians 	Bank of Ireland Securities Services
New Century House IFSC, Mayor Street Lower, Dublin 1
Investment Managers	Bank of Ireland Asset Management Limited
40 Mespil Road, Dublin 4
		Capital International Investment (appointed July 2009)
40 Grosvenor Place, London SW1X 7GG
		Fusion Alternative Investments Plc
Joshua Dawson House, Dawson Street, Dublin 2
		Irish Life Investment Managers
Beresford Court, Beresford Place, Dublin 1
		KBC Asset Management Limited
Joshua Dawson House, Dawson Street, Dublin 2
		Principal Global Investors (Europe) Ltd
Level 4, 10 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7JD
		Schroders Investment Management (Luxembourg) S.A.
5 Rue Hohenhof, L-1736 Senningerberg
		Standard Life Investments
1 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2LL
Investment Adviser 	Acuvest
10 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin 2
Solicitors	McCann Fitzgerald
Riverside One, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2
		Eversheds O’Donnell Sweeney
One Earlsfort Centre, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2
Property Managers	Jones Lang LaSalle
10/11 Molesworth Street, Dublin 2
		CBRE
Connaught House, 1 Burlington Road, Dublin 4

Administering the Scheme
The Scheme is administered by the CIF Pension
Administration Services Limited (CPAS). It is responsible
for: collecting contributions, setting up new members
and employers, maintaining member records,

calculating and paying benefits to members, and the
Employer Services and Member Services teams are on
hand to assist with any employer or member queries.
The Administrators also have access to the Pensions
Board ‘Trustee Handbook and Guidance Notes’
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Report of the Trustees
Looking after our people
Our members
At 31 December 2009 there were 9,655 employers participating in the Scheme, and 304,323 members: comprising
of 45,436 contributing members, 7,454 pensioners and dependants, and 251,433 deferred members (former
members who did not contribute to the Scheme during the 2009 year but who have left their benefits in the Scheme
to draw at a later date).
The chart below shows the Scheme’s membership at 31 December 2009 and comparison figures for 2008. Due to
the large number of employers participating in the Scheme, the Trustee is exempt from being required to list all
their names in this document. However, the names of the Scheme’s participating employers are published as an
appendix to this report. As it is in excess of 350 pages it is available only on request.
2009

2008

■ Pensioners & dependants

7,454

7,265

■ Deferred Members

251,433
2009

218,605
2008

■ ■Active
Members
Pensioners
& dependants 45,436
7,454
9,655
■ ■Employers
251,433
Deferred Members
■ Active Members
Scheme Benefits
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45,436

68,403
7,265
10,070
218,605
68,403

The aim of the Scheme
is to provide members with
the opportunity of building up pension
benefits for retirement
10,070
9,655
■ Employers
and to provide a degree of financial protection for them and their families whilst they are working.
Members’ benefits build up on a defined contribution basis. Each active member has a pension account in the
Scheme. The member and their employer pay contributions into this account totalling 7% (employer: 4.2%,
member: 2.8%) of the average basic construction industry wage. In addition, members may make Additional
Voluntary Contributions to build up a larger account within the fund.
Contribution
Member
Employer
Total
Pension
€19.20
€28.79
Weekly contribution rates for the year to 31 December 2009
Death in service
€1.11
€1.11
Contribution
Member
Employer
Total
Sick pay
€0.69
€1.37
Pension
€19.20
€28.79
Total
€21.00
€31.27
€52.27
Death in service
€1.11
€1.11
Sick pay
€0.69
€1.37
Total
€21.00
€31.27
€52.27
For the purposes of completeness, the weekly amounts levied by the Benevolent Funds, CWHT, and CIMA/EPACE
(which amount to €2.33) can be paid by way of a combined payment resulting in an overall contribution rate of €54.60
The Trustee invests members’ accounts in a range of age-related investment funds, with the contributions used to
secure units within each fund. The Trustee declares an investment return for each fund which then is used to change
the unit price for each fund. The value of each
member’s pension
account is then
adjusted to reflect these returns and moves
Member’s
account
valueindepends
on theThe
contributions
paid
in by the
member
andthrough
their employer
in line with the change
the unit prices.
aim is for the
member’s
account
to grow
investment returns and
adjusted by the investment return achieved
the contributions paid in.

Member’s pension account

Because of how member
up, contributions
their value depends
ultimately
on the amount
of contributions
valueaccounts
dependsbuild
on the
paid in
by the member
and their
employer paid and
the performance of the funds in which
the
member’s
account
is invested.
Theachieved
main
risk in relation to how benefits
The member’s
account
is used
to return
provide
benefits
adjusted
by
the
investment
build up is that these contributions may be inadequate to meet members’ pension expectations, investment returns
may be lower than anticipated, or the cost of converting members’ accounts into annual pension may be higher than
The member’s
is used
toinvestments
provide dies,
benefits
anticipated.
Trustee
therefore regularly
reviews account
how
the Scheme’s
have
and the overall
If the The
member
stops
If the
member
theperformed
following benefits
If the member
retires,
fundingworking
positionforofan
theemployer
Scheme.
will
be
paid:
they will receive:
who participates in the
When theIf member
retires,
the
Trustee
will
use
the member’s
to provide
pension
benefits
through
the
the member stops
If the
member
dies, the
following
benefits
If the
member
retires,account
Scheme, they can
Annuity Fund
within
Scheme. Members
can
decide,
within
certain
limits,
what
type
of
benefits
they
receive.
working
for the
an employer
will
be
paid:
they will receive:
If they were still contributing to the Scheme:
choose:
a percentage
of their benefit
Once in payment,
members’
benefits•are
classed as defined
Because
benefits
paid of
from
who participates
in the
• aentitlements.
lump sum, plus
a lump
sum in are
respect
the Scheme,
the security
of members’ benefits
depends
the
Scheme’s
financial
health.
The
main
risk is
fund value
paid asultimately on
Scheme,
they can
each eligible child, plus
If they were
stillthe
contributing
to the
that the investments
held by the Scheme
(the assets)
to meet
benefits built
up Scheme:
by members
taxfree
cash atmight be insufficient
choose:
of the value of the member’s account
• a percentage of their • •a refund
a lump sum, plus a lump sum in respect of
(the liabilities)
when
they
are due.
retirement,
• to leave
their
benefits
fund value paid as
each eligible child, plus
AND/OR
invested in their
taxfree cash at
If they
had left
account
is
•
a refund
of the
the Scheme
value of but
the their
member’s
account
•
a
choice
of
pension
account
until
retirement,
•pension
to leave
their benefits
still
invested
in
the
Scheme:
options.
they
retire in their
AND/OR
invested

2009

2008

■ Pensioners & dependants

7,454

7,265

■ Deferred Members

251,433

■ Active Members

45,436

68,403

■ Employers

9,655

10,070
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Report of the Trustees
To reduce this risk, the Trustee:
Contribution
Member
Employer
Total
a Statement of Investment
Policy Principles, setting
out its approach to how
the Scheme
• h as prepared
is invested;
Pension
€19.20
€28.79
independent professional
investment managers to €1.11
manage the Scheme’s investments
• h as appointed
Death in service
€1.11
and independent consultants to advise them;
Sick pay
€0.69
€1.37
ongoing investment advice and guidance from the Scheme’s Investment Adviser;
• r eceives
Total
€21.00
€31.27
€52.27
• instructs the Scheme Actuary to carry out regular reviews to examine the appropriate rates for converting
members’ pension accounts into pension, and the appropriate returns which should be applied to
members’ pension accounts;
• instructs the Scheme Actuary to carry out an annual review of the Scheme’s financial health to determine
whether the Scheme meets the statutory Minimum Funding Standard; and
• e mploys professional consultants to advise it on all aspects of the Scheme’s management.

A summary of Scheme benefits
Member’s pension account

value depends on the contributions paid in by the member and their employer
adjusted by the investment return achieved
The member’s account is used to provide benefits

If the member stops
working for an employer
who participates in the
Scheme, they can
choose:

• to leave their benefits
invested in their
pension account until
they retire
OR
• to transfer the value of
their pension account
to another pension
arrangement

If the member retires,
they will receive:

If the member dies, the following benefits
will be paid:

• a percentage of their

If they were still contributing to the Scheme:
• a lump sum, plus a lump sum in respect of
each eligible child, plus
• a refund of the value of the member’s account

fund value paid as
taxfree cash at
retirement,
AND/OR
• a choice of pension
options.

Protecting members’ interests

If they had left the Scheme but their account is
still invested in the Scheme:
• benefits for the member’s dependants
provided from the member’s account.
If they had already retired:
• a pension for their spouse (if they are
married); other benefits will depend on the
options the member chose when they retired.

The Scheme has a very stringent credit control policy for identifying and pursuing employers who may fall into
arrears with member contributions and has procedures in place to advise members every three months if their
pension contributions are outstanding for three months or more. Extra resources are being put in place to increase
the effectiveness of these procedures.
The Scheme also maintains regular contact with Local Authorities throughout the country; Government departments,
particularly the Departments of Enterprise and Employment, Finance, Environment, and Education; the Office of
Public Works; semi-State bodies; and major clients of the industry. The main purpose of this contact is to make sure
that contractors employed by these bodies are paying contributions on behalf of their employees.
The Trustee is pleased to acknowledge the assistance and goodwill extended to the Scheme by the Ministers and
staff of the Government Departments concerned, and by the Officials and personnel of the other bodies referred to.
The Scheme also acknowledges the assistance given by the various Trade Unions in the industry, the Construction
Industry Monitoring Agency (CIMA), and EPACE in ensuring contributions due are paid on behalf of Scheme members.
The Scheme also wishes to acknowledges the assistance of Pensions Board and the Pensions Ombudsman in this
important task of protecting our members
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Report of the Trustees
Communicating with members
For the Trustee, communication is a top priority. This means making sure our members understand how the Scheme
works and the benefits they are building up; that employers have the necessary tools and information to operate the
Scheme; and that the Scheme is publicised to encourage take-up amongst eligible employers.
In communicating with members, the Trustee is committed to using language that is clear and simple and has gained
the Plain English Campaign Crystal Mark Accreditation on a number of scheme booklets and information flyers. Scheme
information is provided in an easily accessible manner and a number of documents are translated into Polish.
To this end, there is a range of information available about the Scheme. This is available both in paper format and
electronically via the Scheme’s website – www.cwps.ie – giving members instant access 24-hours a day wherever they
are. In addition, the Trustee issues the following documents each year:

•
•
•
•
•

members are advised every three months when their contributions are outstanding for three months or more;
CWPS News to all active members;
a personal benefit statement to active members;
Leaving Service Option statements to members who have left the Scheme;
t he full Annual Report and Accounts – this is available to all Trade Unions in the Industry, to all participating
employers and members on line at www.cwps.ie

Providing support to members
8

The Scheme has an Employer Service and Member Service team who deal with everything from simple queries to
helping members and employers complete forms and other relevant paperwork.
General questions about the Scheme should be directed to:
phone:
fax:
email:
write to:

01 497 7663
01 496 6611
info@cwps.ie
Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme, Canal House, Canal Road, Dublin 6

Resolving any disputes
Whilst both teams can deal with the majority of employer and member queries, any issues which they cannot resolve
are referred to the Trustee. Where a member is not satisfied with the response they receive, the Scheme has an Internal
Dispute Resolution procedure. This procedure is a legal requirement under Article 5(1) of the Pensions Ombudsman
Regulations, 2003 and is designed to ensure that, if a dispute arises, it is properly investigated and, where possible,
resolved to the satisfaction of all parties. Members, beneficiaries and prospective members of the Scheme can request
a copy of the procedure from the Trustee at the address above.
If you have followed the Scheme’s Internal Dispute Resolution procedure and are still not satisfied or have a complaint,
you can contact the Pensions Ombudsman. The Ombudsman can determine disputes of fact and law relating to
Occupational Pension Schemes and Personal Retirement Savings Accounts (PRSAs). There are certain issues which are
not covered by the Pensions Ombudsman’s office and which remain the responsibility of the Pensions Board.
You can contact these various bodies by:
writing to: The Pensions Board, Verschoyle House, 28/30 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2
calling:
01 613 1900 or lo-call: 1890 656565
emailing: info@pensionsboard.ie
writing to: National Employment Rights Authority (NERA) Government Buildings, O’Brien Road, Carlow
calling:
Lo-call: 1890 808090
emailing: info@employmentrights.ie
writing to: Office of the Pensions Ombudsman, 36 Upper Mount Street, Dublin 2
calling:
01 647 1650
emailing: info@pensionsombudsman.ie
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Looking after the fund
Setting the strategy

Although members build up a pension account in their name, the underlying assets of these accounts are held in a
common fund. The Trustee is ultimately responsible for looking after this fund and for making sure that it is invested
prudently so that members’ benefits can be paid when they are due.
The fund’s investment strategy is set out in a document called the Statement of Investment Policy Principles (“SIPP”).
This sets out the Trustee’s approach to investments and their aims for the fund. It includes details of the level of
returns the fund’s assets should aim to generate, and how much of the fund should be invested in assets which have
the potential to generate good growth and how much should be invested in assets which carry less investment risk
but generally produce lower returns. In setting the strategy, the Trustee receives expert advice from independent
investment consultants. The Trustee also reviews the SIPP from time to time to make sure that it remains appropriate.
Death in Service Fund
In investing the fund’s assets, the Trustee has structured the fund to meet three main■aims:
■ Death
Former Members Reserve Fund
■
in Service Fund
 ember accounts: to hold the assets making up members’
• M
■
GeneralMembers
ReserveReserve Fund
■ Former
accounts and invest them in such a way that will cause the
■
Annuity
Fund
value of the accounts over time to grow
■ General Reserve
Members
Accounts
■ Annuity
Fund
A

nnuity
Fund:
to
hold
assets
so
that
pensions
can
be
paid
to
•
■ Members Accounts
members who have already retired

•

R
 eserve Fund: to hold reserves to meet other potential costs
and risks associated with the day-to-day running of the Scheme.

The graph shows how the fund is allocated; further details are set out below.

1%
1%

19%

10%

2%

The table below shows how the fund’s assets were allocated between the different managers at
31 December 2009. These percentages will vary from time to time due to rises and falls in the markets.
Investmentmanager
manager
Investment

%
%ofoffund
fund

Irish Life Investment Managers
Irish
Life Investment Managers
Bank of Ireland Asset Management
Bank of Ireland Asset Management
Schroders Ltd
Schroders Ltd
Irish Life Investment Managers
Irish Life Investment Managers

16%
16%
16%
16%
1%
1%
7%
7%
40%

Bank of Ireland Asset Management
Bank
Ireland
Asset Managers
Management
IrishofLife
Investment
Principal
Global Investors
Irish
Life Investment
Managers
Capital Global
International
Investments
Principal
Investors

11%
11%
16%
7%
16%
2%
7%
36%
2%
7%
36%
17%
7%
100%

40%

Capital International Investments
Fusion Alternative Investments

Fusion Alternative Investments

17%
100%

Member accounts

How members’ accounts are invested

69%

19%
10%

2%

Although the Trustee is ultimately responsible for how the fund is invested, it delegates the actual
day-to-day investment of the fund’s assets to six firms of investment managers. Each manager is given a different
remit by the Trustee as well as a benchmark that the Trustee expects it to meet. Within this remit the investment
managers have discretion to decide which assets to buy, sell or hold onto with a view to generating suitable returns.

Type
of asset
Type of
asset
Fixed
interest
securities
Fixed interest
securities
andand
cashcash
Bonds
Bonds
Bonds
Bonds
Bonds
Bonds
Cash
Cash Total fixed interest securities and cash
Total fixed
interest securities and cash
Equities
Equities
Passive
Passive
Passive
Active
Passive
ActiveEmerging markets
Sub total
Emerging
markets
Property
Sub total
Alternative Asset Classes
Property
Total
Alternative Asset Classes
Total

69%

The majority of the fund’s assets make up the value of each individual member’s account. The assets are managed
and invested by external specialist investment managers. All pension contributions, after a small initial charge made
by the Trustee to meet the expenses of running the Scheme, are invested. The expenses incurred by the Scheme (the
initial charge of 2% on contributions and a quarterly charge of 0.125% applied to members’ accounts and annuity
funds) are well below those which a member would be charged individually, mainly because the fund’s assets are
pooled (invested collectively) thereby producing cost savings.
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In April 2009, the Trustee increased the number of age-related funds from five to eight in order to refine the important
process of protecting member’s funds as they approach retirement age. Increasing the number of funds enhances the
previous system and will mean that members’s assets will be moved in a more gradual manner out of equities and into
bonds and cash as they approach age 65.

•

M
 embers who are a long way from retirement have their accounts invested mainly in shares and property. This is
because, over long periods, these types of investments have historically provided good returns above inflation.

•

A
 s members approach retirement, their accounts are gradually moved into bonds issued by the Government
which deliver a fixed-rate of interest, as the returns achieved by these funds more closely match the cost of
providing a pension.

The table below illustrates how the investments in each age-related fund are allocated between the various investment
types. The Trustee sets a target asset allocation for each sub fund but recognises that the actual asset allocation of the
Scheme’s assets at a point in time may diverge from the strategic asset allocation due to reasons of cashflow, investment
performance, market return expectations etc. The percentages shown are guidelines as the Trustee does have the
flexibility to invest the overall assets of the fund differently to generate better returns in the interest of members.
Up to
age 44

age
45 - 49

age
50 - 54

age
55 - 59

age
60 - 61

age
62

age
63

age
64+

Real
Assets
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Bonds
Cash
Fund A

Fund B

Fund C

Fund D

Fund E

90% : 10%

80% : 20%

70% : 30%

60% : 40%

45% : 55%

Fund F

Fund G

Fund H

30% : 60% : 10% 20% : 65% : 15% 10% : 70% : 20%

The Trustee, in conjunction with its advisers, monitors the investment performance of the Scheme’s assets and
determines any investment return adjustments to be made to the eight sub funds based on the underlying
performance of the Scheme’s
regularly monitors the investment performance of the investment
age assets. The
age Trusteeage
Up to age 44 age 45-49
50-54
age 62
55-59
64+
63
managers
and the assets they
manage.
As part of60its 61
duty to act
in the bestage
interests
ofage
members
at all times, the
Trustee will revise the investment management arrangements if necessary. Later in this document you will find reports
on the performance on the assets held by each investment manager.

How members’ accounts build up

Real
assets

Each member’s account builds up through contributions from the member, the employer and any Additional Voluntary
Contributions (AVCs) that the member chooses to pay, together with the investment returns declared by the Trustee.
Bonds

During the year the Trustee declares an investment return for each of the eight separate investment funds. This return
was based on the actual performance of the Scheme’s assets and the overall funding level of the Scheme, Cash
after taking
advice from the Scheme Actuary. This return is then applied to the member’s account. Because of the way that the
Fund A
Fund B
Fund C
F
Fund E
Fund H
D
Fundfor
G example,
fund
is invested,
the return
be aFund
negative
rather
than aFund
positive
amount,
if there was a fall in asset
90% : 10%
80% : 20%
70%may
: 30%
30%:60%:10% 20%:65%:15% 10%:70%:20%
45% : 55%
60% : 40%
values. However, the Trustee’s aim is that any negative returns are balanced out by positive ones in the long term.
The member’s account is used to provide benefits for the member on retirement or their dependants if the member
dies before retirement.

Returns for 2009

page 10 graph.indd

1

A

up to age 44

+15.4%

B

age 45 - 49

+14.1%

C

age 50 - 54

+12.9%

D

age 55 - 59

+10.3%

E

age 60 - 61

+8.4%

F

age 62

+6.5%

G

age 63

+5.2%

H

age 64+

+3.9%
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Annuity Fund
Investing the fund for pensioners
The Trustee also holds assets so that the Scheme can pay pensions to members who have already retired. The actual
assets in which this part of the fund is invested depends on the overall level of funding within the Scheme, and the
solvency levels required by law.
At present these assets are primarily invested in fixed-interest bonds. The Trustees intention is that these match the
pension cash flows which the Scheme must make to retired members, whilst continuing to meet the statutory funding
requirements set by the Pensions Board. The Trustee monitors the performance of the fixed-interest investment
manager against the targets set.

Monitoring funding levels
As members’ pensions are paid by the Scheme, it is important that the Scheme’s financial health is examined
regularly to make sure that sufficient money is building up to pay benefits when they are due.
It is also important to make sure that the Scheme’s assets and funding meet the levels of the statutory Minimum
Funding Standard set by the Pensions Board. To this end, the Trustee arranges for the Scheme Actuary to carry out a
thorough review of the Scheme at least every three years.
In order to provide greater security for the Scheme, a reserve above the value of the statutory liabilities is also held.
The Actuary’s Report is on page 12 and the Scheme’s Actuarial Funding Certificate and Actuarial Statement are on
pages 14 and 15.

Options on retirement
When they come to retire, members use their accounts to provide pension and other benefits. They can choose from
a number of options as shown in the table below:
Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

A pension for the rest of the member’s life

X

X

X

X

A pension guaranteed to be paid for at least five years

X

X

X

X

Annual increases to the member’s pension of 3% a year 			

X

X

of 50% of the value of the member’s pension 		

X		

X

Option to take a percentage of the account
as a tax-free lump sum

X

X

A pension for the member’s spouse on their death

X

X

The rate at which a member’s account is converted into pension varies from time to time. The Trustee obtains
actuarial advice each month to determine the conversion rate to ensure that the options provided to members
fairly reflect market conditions at the time the member retires. The current conversion rates used by the Scheme are
intended to be more attractive than those which a member could obtain in the marketplace on an individual basis.
If a member chooses for their pension to be increased each year once in payment, the annual increase will be made
on 31st December each year. Members who chose an indexed pension at retirement had a 3% increase in pension
applied on 31 December 2009.
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Actuarial Review
Actuarial position as at 31 December 2009
The Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme (the Scheme) was established by a Trust Deed dated 25 May 2006
and commenced with effect from 1 July 2006. Under the Pensions Act, I am required to carry out a formal
actuarial valuation of the Scheme within three years of its establishment. The first formal actuarial valuation of the
Scheme was completed as at 31 December 2008 along with the Scheme’s first Actuarial Funding Certificate.
The assets of the Scheme have been accumulated through contributions from members and employers and
three Bulk Transfer payments from CFOPS. The Trustee has allocated the Scheme’s assets to form separate
reserves within the Scheme to provide for members’ benefit entitlements under the Scheme. We carried out
an actuarial assessment of the funding position of the Scheme as at 31 December 2009 to assess the value that
might be placed on these reserves within the Scheme and further information is contained below. The values of
the various reserves as at 31 December 2008 are included in brackets.

n

The Annuity Fund

	The Trustee holds a reserve within the Scheme to cover the payment of pensions to members who have
already retired. The actual assets held within this reserve depend on the overall level of funding within the
Scheme, and the solvency levels required by law (and include an allowance for the expenses which would
be incurred in winding up the Scheme). In addition, in order to provide greater security for the Scheme,
a margin above the value of the statutory liabilities is also held. The assets backing the Annuity Fund are
predominately invested in fixed interest securities. As at 31 December 2009, the estimated value of the
Annuity Fund including the associated solvency margin was €175 million (€168 million).
12

n

Members Reserve

	The majority of the Scheme’s assets make up the values of individual member accounts for each member
of the Scheme who has not yet retired. The individual member accounts are invested within the Scheme
on a defined contribution basis and allocated to separate investment funds depending on the member’s
age. The Trustee sets a target asset allocation for each sub fund but recognises that the actual asset
allocation of the Scheme’s assets at a point in time may diverge from the strategic asset allocation due to
reasons of cashflow, investment performance, market return expectations, etc.
	The Trustee has invested the assets on behalf of members who have not yet retired with the aim of
providing a reasonable rate of investment return over the period to their retirement. The Trustee monitors
and reviews the Scheme’s asset allocation in conjunction with its advisors. The assets which make up the
values of individual member accounts for each member of the Scheme are mainly invested in equity, bond,
property and alternative investments.
	Under the rules of the scheme, the Trustee has the ability to hold back an element of investment return
when markets are performing strongly in order to enable it to smooth any investment return or adjustment
during falling markets. This investment smoothing reserve forms part of the Members Reserve.
	As at 31 December 2009, the value of Member Accounts including contributions received but not
yet allocated was €650 million (€563 million). As at 31 December 2009, the value of the Investment
Smoothing Reserve was €nil (€nil).

 eath-in-service and Expense Reserves
D
	The Trustee holds a reserve within the Scheme to meet the death-in-service benefits payable
n

under the Scheme rules should the death-in-service portion of employee and employer
contributions prove to be insufficient to meet the actual benefit payments due. The estimated
value of this reserve at 31 December 2009 was €6.0 million (€6.7 million). A reserve is also held
to provide the Trustee with additional resources to meet any expenses incurred which are not
covered by the charges applied under the Scheme. The estimated value of this reserve at
31 December 2009 was €1.4 million (€1.4 million).
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Actuarial Review
n

Former Members’ Reserve Fund

	The benefit entitlements of former members of CFOPS have been transferred to the Scheme and the
value placed on these entitlements has been invested in individual member accounts within the Scheme.
For some members, full and complete membership data was not available and, in addition, there exists
a number of members who have passed age 65 and have not yet claimed their benefit entitlements. A
reserve has been established by the Trustee to provide for the potential additional liability which might
occur should former CFOPS members come forward to claim their benefits and the assets within their
individual member accounts prove to be insufficient to meet the benefit entitlements of these members.
The estimated value of this reserve at 31 December 2009 was €19.2 million (€20.4 million).

n

General Reserve

	The balance of the Scheme’s assets in excess of the above reserves is held by the Trustee as a general
reserve to support the overall solvency of the Scheme and smooth investment returns from time to time.
The estimated value of this reserve at 31 December 2009 was €95 million (€25 million).
	This Reserve included, at 31 December 2009, an amount of €27 million to reflect the investment return
achieved by the Members Reserve Fund in December 2009. This amount was allocated to members’
accounts on 29 January 2010.
	The total net asset value of the Scheme’s assets as at 31 December 2009 was €947 million (€785 million).
The review of the actuarial position of the Scheme was presented to the Trustee on 28 May 2010.
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Statutory funding position as at 31 December 2009
As part of our actuarial assessment of the funding position of the Scheme as at 31 December 2009, we also
assessed the value that might be placed on the Scheme’s liabilities were the Scheme to wind up at that date.
Based on the results of our actuarial assessment, I can confirm that if the Scheme had discontinued on 31
December 2009 and the actuarial, membership and financial assumptions underlying the assessment were to be
realised, the resources of the Scheme would have been sufficient to cover the liabilities for benefits payable to
members under the rules of the Scheme.
The Scheme’s total liabilities in the event of winding-up were assessed as €816 million, as follows:
Annuity Fund

€147 million

Members’ Accounts

€650 million

Other reserves

€19 million

Total

€816 million

This assessment is set out in more detail on the Actuarial Statement as at 31 December 2009 on page 15, which
forms part of this report.

Paul O’Brien FIA FSAI
Actuary
4 June 2010

Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme

Schedule BC
Actuarial Funding Certificate
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Actuarial Statement 2009

				

Actuarial Statement

To the Trustee and members of the Construction Workers Pension Scheme
Pensions Board registration number: 185038
This statement is issued in accordance with the requirements of Section 55 of the Pensions Act 1990 (“the
Act”). As part of the Scheme’s annual governance structures, we have carried out an actuarial assessment of
the funding position of the Scheme as at 31 December 2009. We have assessed the value that might be placed
on the Scheme’s liabilities under Section 44 of the Act were the Scheme to wind up at that date.
In the event of winding up the Scheme, the Trustee will apply the Scheme’s assets to:
(a)	Firstly, provide for benefits in respect of any Additional Voluntary Contributions 		
		
(AVCs) made by members to the Scheme;
(b)	Secondly, pay or secure benefits for members in receipt of pensions under the 			
		Scheme and any associated dependants’ pensions and provide benefits in respect of any 		
		
members over age 65 (the Scheme’s Normal Retirement Age);
(c)

Thirdly, provide for benefits in respect of remaining members through applying 			
Members’ Accounts and former Members’ Accounts to provide 				
benefits for those members. I have assumed that if the scheme had been wound up 			
the Trustee would, in accordance with Paragraph 48(b) of the Pensions Act, 1990, 			
transfer the value of each member’s individual account to another scheme or to 			
approved insurance contracts.
the value of

Based on the results of our actuarial assessment, I can confirm that if I was to prepare an Actuarial Funding Certificate under Section 42 of the Act having an effective date of 31 December 2009, I would be in a
position to certify that the Scheme did meet the Funding Standard at that date. Our assessment confirms that
the resources of the Scheme would have been sufficient to cover the liabilities for benefits payable to members
under the rules of the Scheme as outlined above.
In making this statement I have referred to the Actuarial Standard of Practice, ASP PEN-3 issued by the
Society of Actuaries in Ireland.
The above statement takes no account of any events that have taken place after 31 December 2009.

		

Name:		
Paul O’Brien			Date:		
Qualification:	Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries
Name of Actuary’s Employer/Firm:		

Towers Watson

20 May 2010
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Investment Managers’ Reports
1 January to 31 December 2009
The Scheme’s assets are primarily invested with six investment managers. As explained on page
9, each manager is given a different remit by the Trustee and different benchmarks which they are
expected to meet. Reports from the investment managers are set out on the following pages. Each
report explains how the assets under the manager’s control are invested, how the value of assets has
changed during the period under review, and a commentary on the performance of the assets.

Investment managers’ fees
Investment management and custody fees charged by the managers of unitised or managed funds
are levied by adjusting the relevant unit prices of the funds. Throughout the period under review
the investment managers provided the Trustee with detailed reports on the management of monies
invested.
The investment management expenses disclosed in the accounts do not include similar charges
levied by the managers of unitised or managed funds. The investment managers concerned are
remunerated on a fee basis calculated as a percentage of the assets under management. As part of
the investment management arrangements agreed with Irish Life Investment Managers and Principal
Global Investors the Scheme receives a rebate on the investment management expenses incurred
and these financial statements include the rebate received in relation to the 2009 year.
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With effect from 1 July 2006, the Trustee adopted a formal Statement of Investment Policy Principles
(SIPP) in accordance with the requirements of the Social Welfare & Pensions Act 2005. The Trustee
formally reviewed and revised the Scheme’s Statement of Investment Policy Principles in 2009.
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Bank of Ireland
Asset Management (BIAM)
How the assets are managed

Bank of Ireland Asset Management (“BIAM”) manages 2 separate investment portfolios for the Construction Workers
Pension Scheme – a passive equity mandate and a passive long bond mandate. Both are managed in conjunction with
our indexation partner, State Street Global Advisors (“SSgA”). Legacy venture capital holdings (valued c €1m) are held
within the passive equity portfolio.
The objective of the passive equity mandate is to replicate the geographical equity exposure of the average active
manager as reflected by the quarterly pooled fund survey.
Similarly within the passive long bond fund, the objective is to achieve returns in line with an underlying benchmark, in
this case the BoA Merrill Lynch EMU Direct Govt Bond Index +10 years. This is achieved through investing fully in the
B/I EUT Indexed Eurozone Long Bond Fund.

Value of the Assets

			
Market Value of the assets held at 1 January 2009
Cashflow		
Investment Return		
Fees/Charges		
Market Value of assets held at 31 December 2009

Equity Portfolio 		
€75,896,185		
€8,881		
€23,482,476		
(€33,634)		
€99,353,908		

Bond Portfolio
€72,881,897
€70,050,000
€6,294,462
(€42,775)
€149,183,584

How the assets are invested
The asset allocation as at 31 December 2009 was
Equity Portfolio		
Bond Portfolio
		
US
25.9%
Italy
32.8%
		
Eurozone
22.8%
France
19.6%
		
UK
14.2%
Germany
18.1%
		
Asia ex Japan
14.1%
Spain
8.7%
		
Ireland
9.7%
Australia
4.4%
		
Other Europe
8.0%
Belgium
4.3%
		
Japan
4.3%
Greece
4.0%
		
Venture Capital
1.0%
Netherlands
3.9%
			
100.00%
Portugal
2.0%
				
Ireland
1.7%
				
Other
0.5%
					
100.00%

Investment performance - Equities

Equity markets finished 2009 on a high note after a very depressing start. Despite falling to a 12-year low in early March,
the US S&P 500 Index rebounded to post a gain of 23% for the year, having bounced more than 60% off that March 9
low which was also reflective of most other stock exchanges. The rebound was off the back of the government-driven
stress-testing of bank balance sheets and the subsequent recapitalisation via state or shareholder funds. Overall
investor risk aversion eased, aided by ongoing central bank actions to lower interest rates and improve liquidity.
Elsewhere the German Dax Index and France’s Cac-40 Index achieved respective returns of 24% and 22%. Despite a Q4
decline of 11% Ireland’s ISEQ still rose 27% in the full year. End-of-year yen weakness provided support for the country’s
sizeable export-oriented sectors and helped the Nikkei Index rise 19% in the year.

Overview of investment performance - Bonds

Bond yields started 2009 at low levels reflective of risk-aversion during the depths of the credit crisis. After rising early
in 2009, yields stabilised and stayed low (even as equities rallied) as central banks cut interest rates to record lows.
Demand for bonds was bolstered by the evaporation of inflation concerns as capacity grew within the global economy.
Central bank purchases of bonds also kept yields low as quantitative easing policies were implemented. However,
downward pressure on yields subsided in the final quarter as central banks indicated a gradual withdrawing of liquidity
supports in 2010. Investor nerves were also tested as Greece admitted that its financial situation was significantly worse
than previously stated, prompting a considerable sell-off of its bonds amid rating agency downgrades.
With interest rates anchored at low levels, longer-dated bonds underperformed in the latter part of the year with the
Merrill Lynch Direct Governments 10+ years Index returning 2.8% in the year.
Investment return achieved for the period

Equity Portfolio +30.95%

Bond Portfolio +3.01%
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Capital International
Investments
How the assets are managed
Capital International is one of the world’s most experienced Emerging Markets (EM) equity managers. Our track
record dates back to 1986 and our investment process has remained consistent over this period and is based on
two pillars - Independent first hand research and multiple Portfolio Manager System
Each company is analysed regardless of its index weighting and information is gathered from on-site visits with
our macro-economists, EM debt and EM private equity analysts in order to determine each company’s prospects,
management and competitive position within a local and global context.
We believe that individuals make better investment decisions than committees but no single individual consistently
achieves superior results over long-periods of time. Therefore, combining managers with complementary skills
should lead to a portfolio that is diversified in terms of risks, styles and approaches and ultimately more consistent
returns. Our EM fund is managed by 6 managers and a team of analysts.

Value of the Assets
Market value of the assets held at 27th July 2009 (inception)
Net contributions
Appreciation/depreciation
Market value of assets held 31 December 2009

€4,000,000
€16,000,000
€2,674,441
€22,674,441
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How the assets are invested
EM equity fund
Asia

53.4%

Latin America

20.0%

Europe, Middle East, Africa

15.8%
100%

Investment performance
Whilst telecommunication services lagged the broader market throughout the year and greater-than-benchmark
weighting held back relative returns, stock selection in China was a good driver of returns, with auto and battery
maker BYD leading the way since its release of the world’s first mass-produced hybrid plug-in car in December 2008.
Coal producer China Shenhua Energy further enhanced returns. The IT sector delivered among the strongest
returns in the market in 2009. The choice of stocks in this sector was a boon to portfolio returns. Commodity
producers featured prominently in the portfolio in 2009 and investments in the energy and materials sectors made
up around a quarter of portfolio assets. Stock selection in both of these areas helped returns. In energy, the fund’s
focus on coal producers was particularly beneficial. Among materials, South Korean chemicals company LG Chem,
Russian steelmaker Evraz and Asia-focused Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold were other large contributors.
The concentration of investments in consumer-related sectors further enhanced portfolio returns. The fund’s
exposure to financials, particularly to select Chinese and Brazilian banks, was increased over the period. While the
portfolio continued to have a lower-than-benchmark exposure to financials, the sharp rally in the sector during
the year helped lift absolute returns. Overall, good stock selection across all market capitalisations from mega
to small-cap stocks more than made up for the loss in relative returns from our overweight exposure to a weak
telecommunications sector and higher than usual cash.
Investment return achieved for the period. +18.85%
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Fusion
Alternative Investments
How the assets are managed
The Fusion Asset Allocation Fund invests in a range of alternative assets which are managed by external
specialist managers. The asset allocation between the different asset classes is actively managed by the
Fusion investment committee and currently comprises of currencies, commodities and hedge funds. The
currency component is spread among three different currency managers, Alder, Record and Goldman Sachs.
The commodity component is managed by Schroder and Deutsche Bank, while the hedge fund component
is managed by LGT Capital. The investment objective of the fund is to achieve long-term capital appreciation
through indirect investment in a range of alternative investment assets, the aggregate return from which should
have low correlation with global equity markets.

Value of the Assets
Market value of the assets held at 1st January 2009

€91,965,951

Net Contributions:

€63,000,121

Appreciation/depreciation:
Market value of assets held at 31st December 2009:

€9,875,611
€164,841,683

How the assets are invested
Fusion Currency Fund:

37.2%

Fusion Hedge Fund:

36.5%

Fusion Commodity Fund:

25.8%

Cash:

0.5%
100.00%

Investment performance
2009 was a positive year for “risk” assets with a more confident tone and outlook for the global economy
and corporate earnings leading to positive returns. The total return for your fund for the calendar year was
+8.3%, with all components providing positive returns. The commodity component of the fund was the best
performer with a return of +24.2% for the year. A generally improving macroeconomic situation in most
developed economies, combined with ongoing strong economic growth in China, helped commodity prices as
investors expected to see the current strong demand for commodities to continue for some time. The currency
component was the next best performer in the fund posting a return of +6.9%, while the hedge fund component
returned +4.1% for the year.
Investment return achieved for the period. + 8.3%
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Irish Life Investment Managers
How the assets are managed
The long term investment objective of your pension fund is to earn a rate of return on its assets that will exceed
inflation and provide a reasonable rate of return in excess of cash. In general, this will require a long-term investment
return of at least price inflation plus 4% per annum. Examination of the long term returns obtained from the different
asset types in the past indicates that the objective is most likely to be achieved by a high concentration in real
assets, such as equities and property, which have given historic real returns of approximately 7% and 5% respectively.
Monetary assets such as fixed interest (bonds) and cash have given lower long term rates of return, but may perform
better over shorter periods, and are certainly less volatile than equities.

Value of the Assets
Bid Market Value of the assets held at 31 December 2008

€333,414,220

Net Contributions

(€10,115,421)

Appreciation /Depreciation
Bid Value Value of the assets held at 31 December 2009

€48,552,177
€371,850,976

How the assets are invested
Consensus Equity Fund
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US

30.31%

Eurozone

25.50%

UK

15.52%

Pacific

14.69%

Europe ex Eurozone

9.26%

Japan

4.72%
100.00%

Alpha Cash Fund
Alpha Irish Equity Fund
CWPS Current Pensioner Fund
CWPS Annuity Fund

Investment performance
The year to the 31st December 2009 was a volatile period for all risky assets e.g. equities, property and commodities.
Poor credit conditions and tightening liquidity in capital markets, stemming from the subprime crisis in the US,
continued to take their toll. Following a rally which began in March 2009 equity markets recovered some lost ground.
Against this background the FTSE World Index returned 30.19% for the year ended 31st December 2009. Despite
ongoing concerns of investors regarding the Irish economy and in particular the position of the banking system, the
ISEQ returned a positive 29.93% for the year ended December 2009. Bond markets were supported by investors
continued risk aversion with the ML EMU >5 yrs bond index up 3.99% for the twelve months to end December 2009.
Property returned -22.82% to the year ended 31st December 2009 as activity levels in the property market declined,
due to the lack of debt finance and weak investor confidence.

Investment Return for the Year
Consensus Equity Fund

+32.3%

Alpha Irish Equity Fund

+ 27.9%

CWPS Annuity Fund

+3.9%

CWPS Current Pensioner Fund

+3.4%

Alpha Cash Fund

+2.6%
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Principal Global Investors
How the assets are managed
The assets are invested in five regional equity funds of Principal Global Investor’s fund range.
The Funds are managed based on our investment philosophy that superior stock selection is the key to consistent
outperformance, integrated fundamental research is the key to superior stock selection and disciplined portfolio
construction is the key to consistency.

Value of the Assets
Market value of assets held at 01 January 2009:
Net contribution

€51,362,440
€0

Appreciation/Depreciation

€14,061,856

Market value of assets held at 31 December 2009

€65,424,296

How the assets are invested
PGI European Equity Fund

49.6%

PGI US Equity Fund

29.2%

PGI Emerging Markets Equity Fund

14.1%

PGI Japanese Equity Fund
PGI Asian Equity Fund

4.7%
2.4%
100.00%

Investment performance
The U.S. Equity portfolio underperformed the S&P 500 Index for the year. Stock selection in the consumer staples,
information technology and energy sectors was the most effective for the year, while stock selection in the consumer
discretionary, financials and health care sectors was less effective. The Japanese Equity portfolio underperformed
the MSCI Japan Index in 2009. Stock selection in the utilities sector was most effective; however, stock selection in
the materials, consumer discretionary and financials sectors was less effective. The European Equity portfolio fund
underperformed the MSCI Europe Index for the twelve month period. The strongest sectors were the materials and
financials sectors. The weakest sectors were information technology and utilities. The best performing markets were
Norway and Sweden whilst Ireland and Finland underperformed significantly.
The Emerging Markets Equity portfolio underperformed the MSCI Emerging Markets Index for the year. Asset
allocation was positive on a country basis, but negative on a sector basis. Stock selection was negative on a country
and sector basis. The fund outperformed in consumer discretionary and materials whereas energy and information
technology contributed negatively to performance. The Asian Equity portfolio underperformed the MSCI All Country
Far East Free ex-Japan Index over the past twelve months. Asset allocation was negative on a sector basis. The top
performing sectors were materials and industrials. The laggard performance was found in financials.
Our investment strategy struggled during the period as investors speculated the worst is behind us. Investors bid up
deep value early cyclicals.
Investment return achieved for the period. +27.38%
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Financial Statements
Statement of the Trustee’s responsibilities
The Trustee is required by law to prepare accounts for the Scheme each year. These accounts must give a true and
fair view of the financial transactions for the Scheme year and of the status of the fund at the end of the Scheme year.
They must also include a statement as to whether the accounts have been prepared according to the Statement of
Recommended Practice (SORP) No. 1, subject to any material departures disclosed and explained in the accounts.
The accounts must be signed by the Trustee or, if there is more than one Trustee, by two such Trustees, or if there is a
person authorised under the rules of the Scheme, by this person.
The Trustee must ensure that when the accounts are prepared:

• suitable accounting policies are selected and then applied consistently;
• reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates are made; and
• SORP No.1 has been followed, or if there are any material departures, that the reasons for these departures
are disclosed and explained.

The Trustee is responsible for ensuring that proper membership and financial records are kept. They are also
responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Scheme and for taking reasonable steps to prevent and detect fraud
and other irregularities.

Independent Auditor’s Report
22

We have audited the accounts on pages 24 to 29 which have been prepared under the accounting policies set out on
pages 26.
This report is made solely to the Scheme’s members, as a body. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we
might state to the Scheme’s members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditors’ report and for
no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other
than the Scheme and the Scheme’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have
formed.

Respective responsibilities of Trustee and auditors
As described above, the Scheme’s Trustee is responsible for the preparation of the accounts in accordance with
applicable law and Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in Ireland including the accounting standards issued by
the Accounting Standards Board and published by the Institute of Chartered Accountants.
Our responsibility is to form an independent opinion, based on the audit of the financial statements in accordance
with relevant legal and regulatory requirements and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) and report
the opinion to you.
We report to you our opinion as to whether the financial statements show a true and fair view and contain the
information required by the relevant legislation. We also report to you if, in our opinion, we have not received all the
information and explanations we require for our audit.
We read the other information contained in the annual report and consider the implications for our report if we
become aware of any apparent misstatements inconsistencies with the financial statements. This information
is required to be disclosed in an annual report as per article 7(5) Occupational Pension Schemes (Disclosure of
Information) Regulations 2006, comprising of the Members Information, the Trustees Report, the Investment Report
and the Actuarial Report.

Emphasis of matter

In forming our opinion we have considered the adequacy of the disclosures made in notes 1(a) and 3 to the financial
statements in relation to contributions recognised on a cash receipts basis. While our opinion is not qualified in this
respect, International Auditing Standards require the auditors to draw this fact to the attention of the readers.
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Financial Statements
Basis of opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the
Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts and
disclosures in the accounts. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and judgments made by the
Trustee in the preparation of the accounts, and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Scheme’s
circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered
necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that
(i) the accounts are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or error, and
(ii) the contributions payable to the Scheme have been paid in accordance with the Scheme rules. In forming our
opinion we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the accounts.

Opinion
In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view of:

• the financial transactions of the Scheme during the period ended 31 December 2009 and
• the disposition at that date of its assets and liabilities
In our opinion, the financial statements also contain the information specified in Schedule A to the Occupational
Pension Schemes (Disclosure of Information) Regulations, 2006.

Contributions: Qualified statement relating to receipt of contributions within 30
days of the Scheme year end
In forming our statement as to whether contributions payable to the Scheme during the scheme period have been
received by the Trustee within 30 days of the end of the Scheme year, we have considered the particular unique
nature of the Scheme. The Trustees of the Scheme may not be aware contributions are due to the Scheme until
returns are made by the employer on behalf of the Scheme members in his employment. As set out in note 1(a) of the
financial statements, the Trustees are unable to ensure at all times that all contributions are collected within 30 days
of the Scheme year end.
We are aware that once arrears of contributions are identified the Trustees have procedures for enforcement of
contributions payment in place, one of which includes notification to the members of the Scheme of contributions
not remitted on their behalf to the Scheme.
As a result of this element of uncertainty we are unable to state whether contributions payable to the Scheme by
all employers on behalf of Scheme members have been received by the Scheme within 30 days of the end of the
Scheme period.

Grant Thornton
Chartered Accountants & Registered Auditors
24 – 26 City Quay, Dublin 2
27th May 2010
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Fund Account
		
Note

31 December 2009
€

31 December 2008
€

3

101,714,762

166,474,851

Administration Income		

2,011,496

3,466,152

197,024

346,895

		

103,923,282

170,287,898

Benefits Payable

(34,988,014)

(32,936,067)

Contributions and Other Income
Contributions Receivable
Transfers In

4

		

5

Transfer to Other Schemes		

(1,307,656)

(1,808,793)

		

(36,295,670)

(34,744,860)

		

67,627,612

135,543,038

6

5,630,990

6,069,114

Canal House Redevelopment		

43,343

191,970

Administrative Expenses
24

Pension Board Registration Fees		

274,023

301,449

		

5,948,356

6,562,533

Net additions from dealings with members		

61,679,256

128,980,505

Return on investment
Investments income

7

3,259,033

11,060,838

Net movement in market value of investments

8

105,780,242

(313,457,069)

Decrease in value of property		

(12,425,000)

(26,980,000)

Property management fees		

(94,830)

(66,151)

		

(160,313)

(148,532)

		

96,359,132

(329,590,914)

Net increase/(decrease) in the fund during the period 		

158,038,388

(200,610,409)

Accumulated Fund at 1 January 2009		

787,459,801

988,070,210

Accumulated Fund at 31st December 2009		

945,498,189

787,459,801

Investment manager fees

These financial statements were approved by the Trustee on 27 May 2010, and are signed on their behalf by:
Eric Fleming

Richard P Treacy

Director

Director

Construction Workers Pension Scheme Trustees Limited

Trustees Report & Accounts to 31 December 2009

Statement of Net Assets
PERIOD ENDED 31st DECEMBER 2009
		
Note

31 December 2009
€

31 December 2008
€

Pooled Investment		

913,453,955

686,358,642

Cash		

10,914

53,770,441

8

913,464,869

740,129,083

9

32,355,000

44,780,000

		

945,819,869

784,909,083

Investments

Investment Properties

Current Assets
Debtors & Prepayments		

122,302

401,694

Amount due from related parties		

1,129,316

1,116,871

Cash at Bank		

880,828

2,675,515

		

2,132,446

4,194,080

(347,943)

(103,833)

Current Liabilities
Bank overdraft		
Accruals		

(2,106,183)

(1,539,529)

		

(2,454,126)

(1,643,362)

Net Current (Liabilities)/Assets		

(321,680)

2,550,718

Accumulated Fund at 31 December 2009		

945,498,189

787,459,801

The financial statements record the transactions of the Scheme during the period and summarise the assets held by
the Trustee at the end of the financial period. They do not take account of obligations to pay pensions and benefits
that fall due after the end of the Scheme year.
These financial statements were approved by the Trustee on 27 May 2010, and are signed on their behalf by:

Eric Fleming

Richard P Treacy

Director

Director

Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme Trustees Limited
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Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme

Notes on the Financial Statements
PERIOD ENDED 31st DECEMBER 2009

1. Basis of preparation and accounting policies
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Occupational Pension Schemes (Disclosure of
Information) Regulations 2006 and with the guidelines set out in the Statement of Recommended Practice, “Financial
Reports of Pension Schemes” (Revised May 2007).

Fund account
The principal accounting policies which the Trustee has adopted are set out below.
Contributions
		Contributions are recognized on a cash receipts basis when they are received by the Scheme. This
treatment is a variance with the requirements of Statement of Recommended Practice, Financial
Reports of Pension Schemes (Revised May 2007) and FRS 12 ‘Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and
Contingent Assets’. This policy is adopted because of the unique nature of the Scheme, the multiplicity
of employers and the transient nature and multiplicity of those employed by employers. The Trustee of
the Scheme is unable to estimate what contributions are due to the Scheme until returns are made by
employers on behalf of the scheme members in their employment.
The following items are included on the accruals basis as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•

Dividends - accrued by reference to the ex-dividend date

•

Administrative expenses - amounts payable in respect of the year

Withholding tax - accrued on the same basis as the income to which it relates
Interest - accrued on a daily basis
Benefits - amounts due in respect of the year
 ransfers in and out - accounted for when the transfer value is paid or received/when liability for the
T
member’s pension benefits has transferred

Investments
	Investments are stated at market value on the final working day of the accounting period as follows:

•
•

Listed securities are stated at market value
Pooled investment vehicles are stated at the closing bid prices quoted by the fund managers

2. Constitution of the fund
The fund was established by a definitive Trust Deed dated 25th May 2006. The Fund has been approved by
the Revenue Commissioners. The Construction Workers Pension Scheme is registered with the Pensions
Board as a defined benefit pension scheme. The Scheme pays pensions to retired members from the
resources of the Scheme and in the period up to retirement, individual member accounts are maintained
within the Scheme for each member on a defined contribution basis.

3. Contributions receivable

		
		
Employer’s normal contributions		
Member’s normal contributions		

31 December 2009
€
56,928,722
41,224,247

31 December 2008
€
95,521,986
63,703,444

Member’s AVC’s		

3,561,793

7,249,421

		

101,714.762

166,474,851

Contributions are recognized on a cash receipts basis as set out in note 1.

Trustees Report & Accounts to 31 December 2009

Notes on the Financial Statements
PERIOD ENDED 31st DECEMBER 2009

4. Transfers in
			
			

31 December 2009
€

31 December 2008
€

Transfers from other pension schemes		

197,024

346,895

			

€

€

Pension		

28,129,404

24,880,579

Commutation and lump sum retirement benefits		

1,349,961

44,667

Lump sum death benefits		

5,508,649

8,010,821

		

34,988,014

32,936,067

5. Benefits Payable

6. Administrative expenses
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€

€

Admininstration charges		

4,990,000

5,446,000

Legal & professional fees		

359,370

339,743

Audit fee		

65,650

73,205

Trustee expenses		

136,050

157,842

Property expenses		

(2,498)

-

General expenses		

82,418

52,324

		

5,630,990

6,069,114

			

€

€

Rental income		

2,581,578

2,522,754

Income from fixed interest securities		

125,182

3,114,236

Dividends from equities		

5,271

349,820

7. Investment income

Deposit Interest		

547,002

5,074,028

		

3,259,033

11,060,838

Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme

Notes on the Financial Statements
PERIOD ENDED 31st DECEMBER 2009

8. Investments

Pooled investment vehicles
Cash deposits

Value at
31 December 2009
€

Value at
31 December 2008
€

913,453,955

686,358,642

10,914

53,770,441

913,464,869

740,129,083

The change in market value during the year comprises all increases and decreases in the market value of
investments held at any time during the year, including profits and losses realised on sales of investments
during the year.
Where the investments are held in a unitised fund, the change in market value also included expenses both
implicit and explicit for the period and any reinvested income, where the income is not distributed.
31 December 2009
Market Value
€
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31 December 2008
Market Value
€

Pooled investment vehicles
Unitised fund – property
– other

Cash

30,866,630

21,446,769

882,587,325

664,911,873

913,453,955

686,358,642

10,914

53,770,441

913,464,869

740,129,083

Pooled investment vehicles
Fixed Interest Securities
Cash

299,859,887
65,841,115

Property

30,866,630

Equities

254,429,236

Other

262,457,087
913,453,955

9. Investment property
Clanwilliam Court
Block 4, Clonskeagh
Block B & C, Canal Road
16 Henry Street
69 Grafton Street
47/48 Lower O’Connell Street

Trustees Report & Accounts to 31 December 2009

Notes on the Financial Statements
PERIOD ENDED 31st DECEMBER 2009

10. Related party transactions
Included in administration charges are amounts of €136,050 (2008: €157,842) paid to Directors of the Trustee
Company by the Scheme during the year in respect of reimbursement of expenses and annual Trustee fee. No
balances were due to the Trustee at the year end.

11. Potential benefit liabilities
The Trustee is not aware of any significant potential liabilities that exist at the year end which relate to members leaving or retiring from the Scheme at or before the year end.
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Canal House, Canal Road, Dublin 6.

